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Dear members of the BB&N community,

I write today to express the Board’s profound gratitude toward Head of School Rebecca 
Upham, upon her announcement that she will conclude her remarkable tenure leading this 
institution at the end of the 2017-2018 school year. 

Buckingham Browne & Nichols has been fortunate to have been guided expertly by three 
heads of school since its start as a merged school in 1974: Peter Gunness until 1991, Mary 
Newmann from 1992 to 2001, and Rebecca for the past 16 years. My Board colleagues and I 
agree that Rebecca’s impact on the growth and continuing success of this extraordinary place 
is without peer.  

Rebecca has been a forward-looking and forward-thinking leader. Under her watch BB&N 
has flourished, first and foremost because she has fostered an environment where teachers, 
advisors, and coaches help our students thrive. The school’s long-standing hallmark, its 
superb academic program, has strengthened over the past 16 years. Rebecca’s beliefs are 
reflected very clearly in this arena. During her tenure, BB&N has accelerated its support of 
teachers’ professional development, has instilled a more student-centered approach across all 
divisions, and has kept its curriculum cutting-edge and globally focused while never falling 
prey to trendiness. 

Impressively, this academic growth has been accomplished while also increasing students’ 
access to become part of this wonderful community. Since 2001 the school’s commitment to 
financial aid has more than tripled, the student body has diversified significantly, and the 
school’s geographic reach has expanded to enroll students from more than 90 towns.

Equally important is the priority that Rebecca’s BB&N has placed on the wellness and  
well-roundedness of students, not just academically but in all facets of their lives. She 
enhanced support services at the school, and has placed great emphasis on encouraging 
kindness, service, and sense of community among the boys and girls who study here.  

In addition to her role as chief educational architect, Rebecca has been equally adept  
in fulfilling her CEO responsibilities. Two campuses have undergone phenomenal 
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transformations during her leadership, first the addition of Renaissance Hall to the Upper 
School in 2007, flowing out of the historically successful Opening Minds Campaign, and  
last year’s massive renovation of the Middle School facility, both of which have delivered 
powerful payoff in the way students and teachers engage with learning. Likewise, the  
balance sheet is unprecedentedly strong. She has collaborated with the Board on “financial 
sustainability” principles that schools across the country have cited as a model; fundraising  
is robust; endowment has more than doubled since 2001; and tuition increases have been 
moderated across many years to move BB&N from the nation’s most expensive day school  
at the start of her tenure to number 50 today.  

One of Rebecca’s most admirable traits is the way she has led during times of crisis: from  
the 9/11 attacks during her first semester on campus to the harrowing week of the Boston 
Marathon bombings in 2013, along with other difficult episodes. During each of these times, 
the tone set by Rebecca, highlighted by her unwavering focus on how students were being 
impacted by these events, served as a reassuring compass for every member of the BB&N 
community to follow. 

We will have so much to thank Rebecca for when she departs BB&N a year and a half from 
now. She has made an extraordinary school demonstrably stronger across all strata. I know 
that she will remain dedicated to this work over the next 18 months, leaving her eventual 
successor with an incredible opportunity to write the next chapter of this school’s legacy. 

Thank you, Rebecca, and best wishes to all for a happy and successful 2017.

Sincerely,

Bracebridge H. Young, Jr., P’14, ’14, ’17
Chair, BB&N Board of Trustees


